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Abstract
Whilst footwear is primarily used to protect the foot from cutaneous injury, its use as a therapy in rehabilitation is becoming more significant as shoes can be selected and modified to meet the clinical needs of a patient. This paper provides a general overview to the uses of footwear in the rehabilitation of patients with diabetic foot complications, rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis and the elderly. Furthermore, it highlights the role footwear plays in improving function and performance. Therapeutic footwear and footwear adaptations are frequently used within rehabilitation to accommodate joint deformities, modify plantar pressure distribution, alter gait patterns and improve stability and balance. However there are limited footwear choices for common foot health problems leading to persistent problems associated with fit and comfort. The evolution of a bespoke shoe that is fit on the high street would provide an effective therapy for the masses.

INTRODUCTION
Previous reports have indicated that rehabilitating a patient to restore function can be time limiting (Nolan et al, 2000). The role of footwear in providing support to improve performance by addressing restraints associated with mobility is known amongst rehabilitation professionals. Whilst the primary function of footwear is to protect the foot from cutaneous injury, it plays a crucial role as a therapeutic device. It is often used as (i) a part of the rehabilitation process of patients in the recovery of musculoskeletal injury, (ii) a pressure relieving device in complex diabetic and rheumatoid foot complaints and (iii) an aid to accommodate congenital and developmental deformity (Janisse and Janisse, 2008).

Therapeutic footwear can be prescribed with modifications and adaptations added to a standard shoe or the shoe can be manufactured bespoke to the needs of the patient. A standard high street shoe is comprised of several variable components that will influence the style, fit and comfort (Figure 1).

Fashionable shoes that are worn as an accessory with little function, consist of different shapes for each section that can considerably alter the style and fit of the footwear. Similarly, in high performance sports shoes the components of the shoe are modified depending on the sport and material properties of the sole can enhance performance by improving shock absorbency. However in rehabilitation and therapeutic footwear, the components of a standard shoe are modified to meet the needs of the patient. A frequent requirement being increased depth and width of the toe box (Williams and Nester, 2006).

Figure 1
Figure 1: Components of a shoe

The perception of orthopaedic and prescription footwear can sometimes be deemed as unacceptable to patients as the current styles and shoe modifications are undesirable and high street shoes are often utilised in favour (Williams and Nester, 2006).

ORTHOPAEDIC FOOTWEAR
A Rocker sole is the most commonly prescribed orthopaedic modification for the benefit of reducing plantar pressure and removing the propulsive phase of gait (Hutchins et al, 2009, Fuller et al, 2001). Whilst reduction in plantar pressure is a desirable outcome for management of the rheumatoid foot, a
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previous study (Hennessey et al, 2007) evaluated the reduction in plantar pressure between an orthopaedic shoe and a normal running shoe in patients who had forefoot pain associated with rheumatoid arthritis. The results indicated that the running shoe was more effective in reducing plantar pressure and accepted as comfortable by the participants. These running shoes are normally made to standard widths and depths and hence the toe deformities often seen in rheumatoid patients may not be accommodated within off-the-shelf running shoes. However, running shoes are still a popular choice for management of foot pain in the initial phases of the disease when gross joint deformities have not developed (Hennessey et al, 2007). While, ankle fusion and severe ankle osteoarthritis causing limited ankle motion respond well with the use of rocker sole modifications, previous reports indicate that altered heel strike kinetics and an increase in toe off plantarflexion shortens the stride length and thus reduces the required motion at the ankle joint (Myers et al, 2006).

Although the use of rocker shoe modifications demonstrate desired clinical effects, previous investigations (Wu et al, 2004 and Long et al, 2007) have highlighted an increase in knee and hip flexion. Furthermore, the joints are in a flexed position for a longer period throughout the gait cycle whilst wearing a shoe with a rocker sole modification. While, potential problems that could arise from this change has not been recorded in the population who wear prescription footwear, recent research indicates increased joint flexion and time spent in a flexed position as influential factors in the development of musculoskeletal overuse injuries (Willems et al, 2006).

More complex acquired and congenital deformities, as seen in conditions such as chronic osteoarthritis of the toes, foot collapse or club foot, can require significant shoe modifications to support the foot and rebalance any asymmetry (Tyrell and Carter, 2009). Furthermore, accommodations for limb length discrepancy and fixed joint positioning can be implemented on the sole of the shoe or with in the structure of the shoe. These adaptations and modifications that are made are frequently are bespoke in design and meet the clinical needs of the patient to improve their stability and function whilst walking (Tyrell and Carter, 2009).

**DIABETIC FOOTWEAR**

The key aim for the use of footwear in the rehabilitation of diabetic patients is to provide shoes that improve the healing and prevention of plantar and dorsal foot ulcerations. Pressure relief has been highlighted as an important component in healing of diabetic ulcerations (Piaggessi et al, 2003). The use of appropriate footwear to reduce dorsal and plantar pressure the healing time for foot ulceration improves reducing the risk of further complications. Furthermore, forefoot off loading shoes (Figure 2) are normally utilised in initial management of ulcer treatment as they accommodate bulky dressings and reduce plantar pressure. However, they are not perceived as comfortable shoes which could influence compliance of treatment (Bus et al, 2009).

Once healing of any ulceration is achieved, the use of therapeutic/orthopaedic footwear to prevent further ulceration and tissue loss is used in the rehabilitation of patients (Bus et al, 2008 (a)). These modifications may include the use of a rocker sole, the positioning of which could be reflective of the position of any ulceration and the desired effect that is required (Hutchins et al, 2009). Bespoke changes to the toe box, heel counter and top line are often used to improve fit and comfort of the shoe.

**Figure 2**

Figure 2: A Forefoot off Loading Shoe

The use of footwear in diabetic foot ulceration is widely adopted with in clinics. However a recent review (Bus et al, 2008 (b)) concluded that although the effects of footwear looked promising, there was a clear paucity of sound studies to support the use of footwear in the rehabilitation of diabetic foot ulceration.

**PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PRESCRIPTION FOOTWEAR**

Previous investigations have documented the use of footwear to change gait kinematics and kinetics as well as muscle function and oxygen consumption (Luo et al, 2009). While, these principles are traditionally used to alter gait in a
pathological population they have now become a household feature with consumers being able to influence and alter normal function with therapeutic footwear in the form of commercial branded shoes (MBT, Sketchers Shape-ups, Chung shi, FitFLop and Xsensible stretch). The explosion of products to improve posture and alter gait have been a success in the health and fitness market, with sales of the MBT shoe and Fit Flop soaring since their launch and marketing. However there is little scientific evidence to support the health benefits of wearing therapeutic footwear in the long term without an existing pathology.

Romkes et al, (2006) found changes in tibialis anterior and gastrocnemius muscle activity when wearing the MBT shoe and concluded that the footwear be utilised as a part of a strengthening exercise regime for these muscles. Similarly, Nigg et al, (2006) observed beneficial changes in tibialis anterior activity that supported the therapeutic use of rocker soled shoes.

The extent to the benefits of persistent use of such shoes is not understood or documented and could potentially be detrimental with alteration in muscle activity and gait patterns. There is a possibility that these changes become irreversible and normal high street footwear unusable.

FOOTWEAR AND FALLS

Ambulation in an effective and safe manner plays an important role for the advanced rehabilitation of patients whose gait has been affected by their health and in the elderly population. Balance and stability are often key parameters that can influence how rapid the progress of normal walking is achieved. Stability of footwear can influence the balance of the patient. Menant et al, (2008) highlighted that the composition of the sole of a shoe caused changes in the base of support and recommended that elderly people who were at risk of falling should wear shoes that had a low collar and standard sole stiffness, with or without treads to increase stability. However Decker et al, (2009) found that there was a reduction in coordination with lower traction (grip) of the shoe. This would then increase the risk of falls. It is unclear which is more beneficial for preventing falls as an increase in traction may induce a stumble in an elderly patient whose gait is compromised towards a shuffle and a reduced traction would aid this shuffling gait.

Nurse et al, (2005) recommended the use of a textured insole in therapeutic footwear as they observed an improvement in sensory feedback and reduced muscle activity, thus improving proprioception and stability. It would be a suitable conclusion to implement a combination; incorporating a textured insole into footwear and having a sole with moderate traction to improve the stability and function.

FOOT HEALTH

Foot health problems are prevalent in the elderly population with females suffering more than men (Benvenuti et al, 1995). Advanced arthritic toe deformities including hallux valgus, hammer toe, and joint subluxation cause problems with standard toe box depths and widths. High street footwear that accommodates these problems are normally difficult to obtain causing an increased tendency for ill fitting shoes to be worn. Menz and Morris (2005) recommend that footwear assessment should take place when assessing the needs of elderly patients as ill fitting footwear was a prevalent problem for this population. More recently Mickle et al, (2009) reported that the available shoes for the elderly population was limited, increasing the risk of injury. This report also indicated that the manufacture of such shoes was inadequate for females as the shoes manufactured were a scaled down version of the lasts used for gentlemen shoes leading to compromised toe box and problems with fitting.

Footwear style and choice do play a role in injury rehabilitation and it is an essential therapy to be utilised when treating patients with common musculoskeletal complaints which have been associated with poor fitting footwear (Dilnot et al, 2003; Yu et al, 2002). Over the centuries increases in heel height and narrowing toe boxes have been blamed for causing musculoskeletal injury (Menz et al, 2005; Luo et al, 2009). Furthermore, previous research indicates that the incidences of forefoot neuroma’s are higher in females who wear shoes with a narrow toe box (Menz et al, 2008; Balint et al, 2003). Lateral compression at the forefoot alters metatarsal function compressing the nerve causing an impingement injury. Altering footwear style in the early stages of the complaint relieves symptoms and prevents further development of scars (Llanos et al, 1999).

It is known that plantar heel pain can be aggravated when footwear changes the foot position and function. Hence symptoms do not resolve when inappropriate footwear is worn. Addressing heel height, either by reducing or increasing, will alter the mechanics of the Achilles tendon and plantar fascia which are well documented as being the primary tissues involved in patients who have plantar heel pain (Burnfield et al, 2004; Rajput and Abboud, 2004).
Forefoot equinus, a foot shape that is commonly observed, presents when the forefoot lies in a plantarflexed position to the rearfoot. (Figure 3) When placed in flat shoes this actively dorsiflexes the midtarsal joints jamming and compacting the metatarsals against the cuneiforms. Over time continual stress and repetitive trauma damages the joint leading to the 1st stages of osteoarthritis. Wearing a shoe that has a suitable gradient in the shank (to accommodate for the lowering of the forefoot) and appropriate heel height will reduce the dorsiflexing moment and relieve any compression on the midtarsal joint complex. A heel over the height of 5cm is thought to compromise muscle action and lower back stability. Murley et al, (2009) reviewed the influence of footwear on muscle activity and found that changes in fatigue occurred in heeled shoes particularly in the gastrocnemius muscle and lower back muscles. Heeled shoes are well documented as being detrimental on stability, muscle and tendon length, pelvic alignment and forefoot pressure (Hewitt et al, 2009; Speksnijde et al 2005; Lee et al, 2001).

**Figure 3**

Figure 3 Forefoot Equinus foot shape, the forefoot lies lower than the rearfoot.
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